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Beauty Queen Kidnapper 

Dominates Spotlight 
November 3rd, 2010 7:50 pm MT

By Brian Mori, Tucson Courts Examiner

WEDNESDAY Part 1 of 3: 

Beauty queens in bright orange jumpsuits rarely argue with prosecutors about diary entries, plea 

agreements, vocabulary, and jewelry while on the stand.

Nor do lawyers often testify about their former clients.

Still, an incarcerated former pageant-winner/model and two of her defense lawyers testified Wednesday 

for prosecutors in a bizarre three-year-old kidnapping case still making national headlines.

Robert Ergonis, 46, is one of four people the state said kidnapped and assaulted Josh Conway, 27, for 

several hours Dec. 8 2007.

Ergoins is on trial in Pima County Superior Court, the only person involved not to take a plea deal. 
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Conway’s then girlfriend, Kumari Fulbright, 28, told jurors Wednesday she asked Ergonis to confront the 

victim about jewelry she thought he stole.

Fulbright's hair was no longer blonde and she had dark circles around her eyes while on the stand.

She agreed to testify against Ergonis, her former fiancé, in exchange for a reduced sentence of two years.

“Rob agreed to come over and intimidate Josh until I got my jewelry back,” Fulbright told jurors. “I thought 

he would do a little bullying, you know, mano-a-mano.” 

Fulbright also said she beat Conway with books, a photo album, bit his hand, and waved a gun at him 

while he was tied up in her living room.

Conway testified the group threatened he was going to be "killed in the desert," several times.

He was not in the courtroom Wednesday.

Fulbright’s arrest nabbed national media attention, from CNN to America’s Most Wanted.

She was dubbed by several as the “Beauty Queen Kidnapper.”

Dave Radde and Larry Hammond, who also made deals with prosecutors, testified they helped the 

defendant restrain Conway and watched Fulbright assault him.

Fulbright was sentenced to two years in prison instead of a possible 80.

Click to read part two: Fulbright tries to "Razzle Dazzle" jurors with her account of kidnapping
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